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ANR-RESQLUTIGNS OF TRIADS
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Sibe Mardesic

1. Introduction,

By a triad of topological spaces (X, A, A') we mean a topological space X

and two subsets A, A'^X such that A＼JA'―X. By an ANR-triad we mean a

triad (X, A, A') such that A and A' are closed subsets of X and X, A, A' and

Ar＼Ar are ANR's (for metric spaces). A map of triads f :{X, A, A')-*(Y, B, B')

is a map f:X-*Y such that /C4)g£, f(A')QB'.

An inverse system of triads (X, A, A')―{{X, A, Af)x, pxx<, A) consists of a

directed index set A, of a collection of triads{X, A, A')x= {Xx, Ax, A'x),X^A,

and of maps triads pxv :(X, A, Af)x,^>{X, A, A')x, X^X', such that pu = lxx,

XeA and pxx'px>x>=pxx; X^X'SX".

By a morphism p―{px)'-(X, A, A')->(X, A, A') of a triad into an inverse

system of triads we mean a collectionof maps of triadspi :(X, A, A')-*(X, A, A')x,

X^A, such that pxx<px<=Px, X^X'.

A resolution of a triad{X, A, A') is a morphism p=(px): (X A, A')-*(X, A, A')

which satisfiesthe following two conditions:

(Rl) Let (P, Q, Q') be an AV^-triad, let t-V be an open covering of P and

f:(X, A, Af)-+(P, Q, Qr) a map of triads. Then there exist a X^A and a map

of triads g:(X, A, A')x―>{P,Q, Q') such that the maps gpx and / are ^V-near

maps.

(R2) Let (P, Q, Q') be an ylA^i?-triadand let <=V be an open covering of P.

Then there exists an open covering CV' of P such that whenever X^A and

g, g': {X, A, A')x-+(P, Q, Q') are maps such that the maps gpx and g'px are

c^'-near, then there exists a X'^X such that the maps gpxx> and g'pxx' are

c^-near.

If all(X, A, A')x, XgA, are ,47V7?-triads?p:(X, A, A')-*(X, A, Af) is called

an AAfR-resolution of the triad(X, A, A').

Note that the definition of a resolution of triads given in the present paper

differs from the definitiongiven in [3].

In an analogous way one defines resolutions and A/W?-resolutions of pairs of

spaces (X, A)->(X, A)-((X, A)x, pxx<, A) and of single spaces X-^X={Xx, pa>, A)
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(see [7], [8], [5], [6]). Note that an ,4iVi?-pair(X, A) consists of ANR's (for

metric spaces) X, A such that A is a closed subset of X.

Resolutions for single spaces were introduced in [5] and [6] (also see [8])

and can be viewed as specialinverse limits. K. Morita has recently shown [10]

that they coincide with the proper morphisms JsT―>Xintroduced in his paper [9].

In [10] Morita also gave an internal characterization of resolutions. Another

internal characterization is due to T. Watanabe [11]. Resolutions for pairs were

introduced in [8] and studied and characterized in [7].

;4JVi?-resoIutionsare essentially used in [1] in constructing the Steenrod-

Sitnikov homology for arbitrary spaces. In order to prove the excision axiom for

this homology theory, we need several facts concerning /l/v7?-resolutionsof triads.

To establish these facts is the main purpose of the present paper. The obtained

results,together with resultsin [4], show that our homology indeed satisfiesthe

excision axiom.

The main result of the paper is Theorem 3, which asserts that every triad

of topological spaces admits an v4./W?-resolution.Moreover, the ^4iVi?-resolution,

which we shall construct, willhave some additional properties (see (4.1)),needed

in establishing the excision axiom.

2. A factorization theorem for maps of triads.

The least cardinal of subsets dense in a space X is called the density of X

and will be denoted by s(X). Note that for any map / : X->Y one has s(f(X))

^s(X). If (X, A, A') is a triad, then

s(X)^s(A) + s(A')^max(s(A), s(A'), Ho).

Moreover, for any metric pair (X, A) one has s(A) = s(A)t^s(X).

Generalizing Lemma 3 of [7], we will now establish a factorization theorem

needed in §3.

Theorem 1. Let f :{X, A, A')-AY, B, B') be a map of triads,where (Y, B, Bf)

is an ANR-triad. Then there existsan ANR-triad (Z, C, C) and there exist maps

of triads g:(X, A, A')-^{Z, C, C), h:(Z, C, C')-+(Y, B, B') such that f=hg and

the following inequalitieshold:

(1) s(ZUs(X),

(2) s(C)^s(A),

(3) s(C')^s(A').
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The proof repeatedlyuses the followingsimple lemma.

Lemma 1. Let M be a metric space,P an ANR and f: M->P a map. Then

thereexistan ANR N and a map g: N-^P such thatM is a closedsubsetof N,

g＼M=f and s(N)―s(M). Moreover,if M is finite,then N=M.

Proof. If M is finite,we put N=M and g―f. Now assume that M is

infinite. By the Kuratowsky-Wojdislawski embedding theorem (see [8], I,§3.1,

Theorem 2), one can assume that M is embedded in a normed vector space X

and is closed in the convex hull L of M. Note that s(L)=s(M) because M is

infinite. The map / : M―>P extends to a map g: N^P, where iV is an open

neighborhood of M in L. Since L is an AR, N is an ANR. M is closed in N.

Moreover, s(N) = s(M), because M^NQL implies s(M)^s(N)^s(L).

Proof of Theorem 1. Let f(A), f(A') denote the closures in Y of the

sets f(A) and f(A') respectively. Since B and B' are closed sets, we have

/C4)<=5, f{A')^Bf. By Lemma 1, there is an ANR D and there is a map

ho:D-^Br＼B' such that f(A)nf(A') is closed in D, ho＼JiAJnJiA7) is the inclu

sion map and

(4) s(D) = s(7(A)nfW))^mm(s(f(A)), s(f(A'))).

Let E be the metric space obtained from the topological sum Duf(A) by

identifying the two copies of f{A)r＼f(A'). Note that D and f{A) are closed

subsets of E and

(5) s(E)^s(D)+s(f(A)).

Since s(£)^s(/(i4)), we see that s(D) + s(f(A)) = s(f(A)), whenever f(A) is

infinite, and thus

(6) s(E)^s(f(A))^s(A)

(6) also holds if f(A) is finite because then also f{A)r＼f{A') is finite, D=f(A)

C＼f{A') and E=f{A). Let h^.E-^B be the only map such that h1＼D = h0 and

/*!1/(^4) is the inclusion map.

By Lemma 1, there is an ANR C and there is a map h2: C->5 such that E

is a closed subset of C, h2 extends hi and

(7) s(C)=s(E).

Note that f(A) and Z) are closed subsets of C, /i21/(^4) is the inclusion map and

H2＼D=h0. If f(A) is finite, then C=E=f(A) and /z2=/ia.

In the same way we define an ANR C and a map h2: C'-^B' such that
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f(A') and D are closed subsets of C, h'2＼f(Af)is the inclusion map, h[＼D=-h0

and

(8) s(Cf)Ss(f{A'))SAA').

Moreover, if f(A') is finite,then C'=f(A').

We now form a new space Z. It is obtained from the topologicalsum CuC

by identifying the two copies of D. Note that C and C are closed in Z,

Cr＼C'=D and C＼JC'―Z. By the sum theorem for ANR's we see that Z is an

ANR and therefore (Z, C, C) is an ,4Afi?-triad.

We take for h :Z->Y the unique map such that h＼C=h2, h＼C/=hi Clearly,

h is a map of triads h :(Z, C, C')->(Y, B, B'). We define the map g: X-+Z by

requiring that

g＼A = f＼A:A^nA)^C^Z,

g＼A' = f＼A':A/-+f~(A')QC'QZ.

Clearly, g is a map of triads g:(X, A, A')->(Z, C, C) and hg=f.

By (6),(7) and (8), we have

( 9 ) s(Z)^s(Q + s(C')^s(f(A))+s(f(A')).

If at least one of the sets f(A), f(A') is infinite, then s(/(A))+s(/(A/)) =

max(s(/C4)), s(/(A/)))^s(/(Z))^s(Z), and thus (1) holds. If both sets f(A),

f(A') are finite,then C=f{A), C'=f(A') and therefore Z=f(X), which again

implies (1).

3. An approximate factorization theorem.

The following approximate factorization theorem will be used in §4. in the

proof of the main theorem (existence of ^A^i^-resolutions).

Theorem 2. Let f :(X, A, A')-^{Y, B, Bf) be a map of triads,let (Y, B, B')

be an ANR-triad and let CV be an open covering of Y. Then there exists an

ANR-triad (Z, C, C) and there exist maps of triads

g :(X, A, A')^{Z, C, C), h: (Z, C, C')-^{Y, B, B')

such that the maps hg and f are cV-near and the following relations hold:

(1) s(C)^max(sG4), >$,), s(C')^max(s(A'), >U ,

(2) s(Z)^max(s(X)! ^0),

(3) g(A)Qlntz(Q , g(A')Glntz(C).
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Proof. In view of Theorem 1 there is no loss of generality in assuming;

s(Y)^s(X),

s(B)^s(A), s(B')^s(A').

We define {Z, C, C) by putting

c=(CBnB')x/)uCBxi)grx/,

C = ((Br＼B')Xl)＼J(B'xQ)QYxI,(7)

where I=[0, 1],

(8) Z=C＼JC'QYXI.

Clearly,C, C, Cf＼C and Z are ANR's and C, C'GZ are closedsubsets,so

that (Z, C, C) is an ANR-tvva.± Moreover,

(8) s(C)^s(iBx/)=max(s(5), ^0)^max(s(A), Ho),

(9 ) s(C')^max(s(fl'), H0)^max(s(4'), Ho),

(10) s(Z)^s(C)+s(C')^max(s(fl), s(fl'),̂0)^max(s(F), Xo)^max(s(A"), tf0).

Let h :Z->Y be the restrictionto ZSFx/ of the firstprojection YXI-+Y.

Note that h is a map of triads h :(Z, C, C)-^(Y, B, B').

We will also define a map <p:(Y, B, B')-*{Z, C, C) such that hep and the

identity lr are o^_near maps and

(11) <p(B)Qlntz(C), <l){Bf)^lntz{C').

To complete the proof, it then suffices to put g=<pf: (X, A, A')-+(Z, C, C),

because hg―hepf and / are cV-near maps and (3) is a consequence of (11) and

(12) g(A)=<pf(A)Q<p(B), g{A>)^<p{B').

In order to define (p we use the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let (B, D) be an ANR-pair and let HJ be an open covering of B.

Then there existsa map <p: B^(DxI)VJ(BxQ)QBxI such that pep and lB are

V-near maps, where p denotes the firstprojection p :BxI-*B. Moreover, <p(x)=

(x, 1) for xeD.

The map <p:(Y, B, B')-+(Z, C, C) is constructed as follows. We apply

Lemma 2 to the ANR-pair (B, D), where D=Br＼Bf, and to the open covering

<U=<=V＼B. We obtain a map
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such that

(13)
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jo:J?-≫((flnfl')x[y il)u(flxl)gc

xeBr＼B'

and the maps h<p and 1B are c^-near.

The same lemma, appliedto (B't BH＼B')yieldsa map

such that

(14)

<p': Bf^((Br＼Bf)x＼

<p'(*)=

* B w(£'xO)gc

xs=Bf＼Br.

and the maps hip' and 1B> are ^-V-near.

Because of (13) and (14), the two maps ip,ipf extend to a unique map

<J>:Y-+Z, which is a map of triads 0: {Y, B, B')-*(Z, C, C). Clearly, hip and

lY are c^-near maps. Moreover, ip(B)―ip(.B)Qlntz(C),because

(15) ((fins') x[i-
'])

＼J(Bxl)Qlntz(C).

Similarly, 0(fl')£lntz(C).

In order to prove Lemma 2, we need the following lemma (see [8], I, 6.5

Lemma 4).

Lemma 3. Let (B, D) be an ANR-pair and let HJ be an open coveringof B.

Then there existsan open neighborhood V of D in B and a map k: B^B such

that k＼Vis a retractionV-^D and k is HJ-near1B.

Proof of Lemma 2. We choose V and k according to Lemma 3. Let

1: B^-I be a map such that

(16) X＼D= 1,X＼B＼V=O.

We then define<p:B~->BxI by

(17) <p(x)=(k(x),X(x)), xelB.

If x£D, then <p(x)= (x, 1). If xeF, then <p(x)^DxI and if xe5＼F, then

<p(x)= (k(x),O)eBxO. Consequently,̂ (5)£(Dx/)U(Bx0). Furthermore, 15 and

pw=k are "U-near maps.
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4. Existence of .47Vi?-resolutionsof triads.

Theorem 3. Every triad of topologicalspaces (X, A, A') admits an ANR-

resolution p=(px):(X, A, A')^>(X, A, A') indexed by a cofiniteset and such that

for every X^A one has

(1) X^Intx^Wlntx^.

In [7, Theorem 6], it was shown that every pair of spaces admits an

^4iV7?-resolutionof pairs. Although the present proof proceeds along same general

plan, one must take into account the new additional requirements.

We say that two maps of triads q,:{X, A, A')^{YU Bu B[), q2:(X, A, A')

―>(F2,B2, B'2)are equivalent provided there is a homeomorphism h :(Y1} Bh B[)

-*(r2, B2, B'i)such that

hq1=q2.

Consider all maps of triads q: (X, A, A')-+{Y, B, B') such that (Y, B, B') is

an A/V/?-triadand

(2) s(Y)^max(s(X), Ho),

(3) s(B)^max(s(A), Ho), s(B')^max(s(A'), >50)
>

(4) q(A)^lntY(B), q(A')^lntY(Bf),

where Intr denotes interior with respect to Y. Note that (2) implies that the

weight w(Y)=s(Y)^max(s(X), Ko) and card(F)^2lu(r)^max(2s(-V), 2H"). There-

fore, the equivalence classes of the maps q form a set F. We choose for each

Y<=r a unique representative qr:{X, A, A')->(Y, B, B')r of the class y.

Let A be the set of all finitesubsets of F, ordered by inclusion. If b ―

＼Yi,■■■,Tn} ^A, we define a triad (X, B, B')s by putting

(5) Bs=BnX--xBTn, B'5=B'rix-xB'rn,

(6) Yd=Bd＼jB'd^YnX-xYrn.

Since Br, B'r are ANR's, which are closed in Yr, it follows that B§, B's are

ANR's closed in Ys. Moreover,

(7) Bdr＼B'5={Bri^B'ri)x-x{Bynr＼B'7n)

is an ANR, because B7ir＼B'riare ANR's. Therefore, by the sum theorem for

ANR's, Y8 is also an ANR and (F, B, B')d is an .4/V7?-triad.

If o^d'= {n, ･■■,Tn, ･■■,Tm), we define qM. :(Y, B, B')6,^{Y, B, B% as the

restriction to Ys- of the projection YriX---xYrnX---xYTm^YTlX---xYrn. We

also define q*:(X, A, A')-+(Y, B, B') as the map
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qs=qriX--XqTn:X~>YriX-xYrn.

Since qs(A)QBriX---xBrn = Bd and qd(A')QB8, we see that q8(X)QB3＼jB8=Y8.

Clearly, (Y, B, B') = ((Y, B, B')s,q88>,A) is an inverse system of ANR-Xx'mds and

q=(q8):(X, A, A')-*(Y, B, B') is a morphism.

We will now show that

(8) q5{A)QlntY5{B6), q5(A')^lntYd(B's),

so that qs also satisfies(4). Indeed, if o= {yu ･･･,jn], then

(9) q£A)Qqri(A)X---X,qrn(A)Qlntrr{Bri)X--XlBtr.JBrn) ･

Clearly, Inty,.(Byi)x-"Xlnty (BTn) is an open set of YriX---xYTn, contained in

BsGYg, and therefore it is an open set of Yg. Consequently, (9) implies the

firstof the formulas (8). The second one is established analogously. Note that

(8) implies

(10) qd(X)Qlntrd(B3)^lntYd{B's)'~Yd.

We now define a new directed set M. Its elements are pairs fjt={8,U),

where 5e/f and U is an open neighborhood of qs{X) in Y§ contained in lntYs(Bs)

U]ntY8(B'8).

We put ≫= (p, U)^(d', U')=fir provided d^df and q58>(U')QU. The set M

is directed. Indeed, if fii= (diyf/JeM, i=l, 2, we firstchoose d^du o2. Note

that

(11) qSi8(q8(X))=q8t(X)<=Uit i=l, 2.

Therefore, the open set

(12)

satisfies

(13)

(14)

U^J-KUJniqwYKUjQYo

qsAU^Ut, 2= 1,2

so that (8i, Ut)£(d, U), i=l, 2.

For fi=(S, U) we put

(15) X,=U, A,=Ur＼B3, A'M=Ur＼B's.

Note that Xlt, A,,, A'p and A^A'p are ANR's because they are open sets of the

ANR's Y§, B^ B's and Bsr＼B$ respectively. Furthermore, Alt and A'^ are closed

in X^U, because Bft and B'^ are closed in Yp. Also ApKjA'p―Xp, so that

{X, A, A')? is an ANR-tvlaA. This triad satisfies (1). Indeed, the set Ur＼＼ntYKBs
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is open in U=X≪ and is contained in An = Ur＼Bs. Therefore,

(16) Ur＼lntr8B8Qlntx A?
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An analogous formula holds for Bg and A'fl. Consequently,

(17) Xtl= U=Ur＼(]ntYsB8＼JlatydBi)^lntxftAllKJ]ntxflAffl.

We now define maps r^ :(X, A, A')p-^(X, A, A')p, n^kpt', and rp :{X, A, A')

->(X, A, A')p as qsd'lU' and q8: X->qs(X)QU=Xft respectively. Clearly, we

obtain an inverse system of ANR-triads (X, A, A')=((X, A, A'),h r,t,r,M) and a

morphism r=(^): (X, A, A')-^{X, A, A').

We will now show that r is a resolution. We first establish property (R2).

Let (F, Q, Q') be an y4A/7?-triadand let cv be an open covering of P. Let fi―

(8, U)<=M and let g, g': (X, A, A')P-+(P, Q, Q') be maps of triads such that gr!t

and g'rp are <l/-near maps. Since r^―qg and qd(X)QU=X[1, we see that g＼qs(X)

and g'＼qs(X) are cy-near maps. Therefore, every point z^qs(X) admits a V(z)

ecy such that g{z), g'(z)(EV(z). By continuity, there exists an open neighbor-

hood U(z) of z in U such that for any z'<^U{z) the points g(z'),g'{z')^V(z).

Let U' be the union of all U(z), when z ranges over q§(X). Then U' is an open

neighborhood of qg{X) in U. Moreover, the maps g ＼Uf, g'＼U' are tV-near. Note

that U'QhAri{Bs)＼Jla!tYd{Bi)because U'QU. Consequently, pt'-ip, U') belongs to

M, n^ky! and the maps grll!X>=g＼Uf,gfr!ili>=g'＼Urare q/-near.

We will now establish property (Rl). Let /: (Z, A, A')-*{P, Q, Q') be a

map of triads,let (F, Q, Q') be an ylJVi?-triadand let CV be an open covering

of P. It sufficesto find an A/Vi?-triad(F, B, B'), which satisfies(2),(3) and (4),

and to find maps of triads q: (X, A, Af)-^{Y, B, Bf), h: (Y, B, B')-*(P, Q, Q')

such that q satisfies(4) and the maps hq and / are c^-near. In that case q is

equivalent to qr for some j'Gf and we can assume that q=qr. If we now take

any fi=(d, U)<eM such that <5―{j}, then h' = h＼U: X^P is a map such that

h'ru―hq is cy-near the map /.

That such an ANR-tv'md (Y, B, B') and such a map q exist follows from

Theorem 2.

In order to complete the proof of Theorem 3, we willnow replace (X, A, A')

by a new inverse system (Z, C, C), which is indexed by the set A of all finite

subsets of M and is therefore cofinite. We choose an increasing function <p:A

-≫A/ such that <p({fi})=ft. We then put (Z, C, C')X^(X, A, A%a), ^A, sXx-

―r9a)lpO.'),ZSK, sz=rva)> %^A. It is easy to see that s-(s^):(X, A, A')->

(Z, C, C) is a resolution of triads with all the desired properties. This well-

known argument is described in more detailsin the case of pairs in [7].
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5. Induced resolutions of pairs.

Let p ―{px) "･(X, A, A')^(X, A, A') be a morphism of a triadinto an inverse

system of triads. This morphism induces several morphisms of pairs into systems

of pairs. In particular, we have the morphisms

pLY,A) :(X, A)-*{X, A), piX,A.}:(X, Ar)-*(X, A')

and

p(x,≫:(^5HI,JJ)I

where B=Ar-A', B-,= Axr＼A'Xt(X, B)X={XX, Bx) and (X, B)=((X, B)x, pn., A).

We also have morphisms pUiB):(A, B)-^(A, B) and pu*tB):{Ar, B)^(A', B),

where (A, B) = ((A, B)x, Pxv, A), (A B)X=CAX, Bx).

~Remark 1. If p is a resolution, then so are piX,A) an(* P(x,a-->- To verify

properties (Rl) and (R2) it suffices to associate with every ANR-pair (P, Q) the

ANR-tr'md (P, Q, Q'), where Q'=P.

By imposing rather mild restrictionson (X, A, A') we can show that the

analogous assertion holds also in the case of the induced morphism P(x,b)- The

argument uses some ideas from a proof presented in [3].

Theorem 4. Let p: {X, A, A')^>(X, A, A') be a resolution of triads. If the

spaces X, X-A, /^A, are normal and the setsA, A'QX are closed,then the induced

morphism p(X b>:(X, B)->(X, B) is a resolution of pairs.

Corollary 1. If p: (X, A, A')-+(X, A, A') is an ANR-resolution of triads,

X is a normal space and A, A'^X are closed sets,then p^x.B) '■(X, B)―>{X,B) is

an ANR-resolution of pairs.

Proof. First note that the induced morphism px '･X―>X is a resolution [7].

Therefore, the assertion of Theorem 4 will be proved if we show that pix.B)

satisfiesthe following condition (Bl)** (see [7], Theorem 2):

For every ?,sA and every normal covering HJ of Xx there exists a X"^!

such that

(1) Pw(Bx,)QSt(p,(B),V).

In order to verify this condition note that px{B) is contained in G~

St(px(B), <U). Therefore, there is an open neighborhood Ga of px(B) such that

(2) JKB)^GoQGoQG.

Note that S―ipTHGo), X＼A, X＼A'＼ is an open covering of X, because B =
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Ar＼A'^pj＼G^. This covering is normal because it is finiteand I is a normal

space. By a well-known property of resolutions (see [8], I,§6.2, Theorem 4),

there exists a X'^X and a normal covering <V of X'xsuch that{px'Y1^) refines Q.

We now put

(3)

(4)

Note that

(5)

Moreover, since

(6)

we see that

(7)

H=(piX.)-＼G),

H0=(P*x')-＼G0)

//,£#.

pxx-(Px>(B))Qpx(B)QG,

PAB)^H

Clearly, the sets px>(A)＼H and px>{A')＼H, are closed subsets of Xx<. We claim

that they are disjoint. Assume to the contrary that there exists a point

(8) y^(pI^)＼H)r＼(pIW)＼H).

Let V be a member of CV, which contains y. For any open neighborhood W of

y, which is contained in V, there exist points a^A, a'&A' such that

(9) {pv(a),Pv(af)}QW.

The set

(Px')-W)^{px-YKV)

must be contained in one of the sets X＼A, X＼A' or pxKG0)- It cannot be con-

tained in X＼A because a^(px')~1(W). Similarly, the point af^(pX')~1(W) rules

out the set X＼Ar. Hence, we must have

(10) {pi')-1(W)^PJ＼G,)={px.)-KH,).

However, (9) and (10) imply

(11) {px'(a), px,{a')＼<^Hor＼W.

This shows that every sufficientlysmall open neighborhood W of y intersects H<>

and therefore y<=H0QH, which, however, contradicts (8).

We now choose disjointopen set K, L^XV, such that

(12) JAA)＼H^K, JAA)＼HQL.

We then put
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(13)
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K* = K＼jH, L*=L＼JH.

These are open setsin Xx> such that

(14)

(15)

Therefore,

(16)

(17)

Px'(A)QK*, pAA')£L*

K*r＼L*=H.

pAB)QpAA)r＼pAA')QK*r＼L* = H

Now consideran open set K?QXx> such that

Px'(A)£KtQKfQK*.

<F=[K*, X＼K?} is a normal covering of Xv. Therefore, by property (Bl)*4

applied to p<,x,a->([7], Theorem 2), there is a A"^2' such that

(18) pz'z>(Ax-)Q$t(px,(A),W).

However, St(pk-(A), <W)=K* so that (18) becomes

(19) pi'i-(Ax-)QK*.

Similarly, we argue with Af and L*. Therefore, we can assume that X"

also satisfies

(20) Pvi-iAti^L*.

It now follows, by (16), that

(21) pxUB^PxAK*nL*) = pu-(H).

Consequently, (3) yields the desired result

(22) pix4Bx.)£G.

In the next theorem we consider the induced morohism d,a .

Theorem 5. Let p: (X, A, A')-±(X,A, A') be a resolutionof triads. Let

the spacesX, Xx, XgA, be normal, let the setsA, A'QX be closedand let the

setsAQXand AzGXz, Xg.A, be normally embedded. Then theinduced morphism

Pu B)'-(A, B)^>(A, B) is a resolutionof pairs.

Corollary 2. If p: (X, A, A')-*(X, A, A') is an ANR-resolution of triads,

X is a normal space, A, A'QX are closed setsand A is normally embedded in X,

then the induced morphism Pu,b) "(A, B)->(A, B) is an ANR-resolution of pairs.

We say that AQX is normally embedded in X (or ^-embedded) provided
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every normal covering cv of A admits a normal covering HJ of X such that

HJ＼A refines <V.

Proof of Theorem 5. By [7, Theorem 2], it suffices to prove that the

induced morphism pA: A->A is a resolutionandpUiB) has property (Bl)**. Since

Pu.a) is a resolution and also AQX and AxQXx, l^A, are normally embedded,

[7, Theorem 3] implies that pA is a resolution.

In order to establish (Bl)** for Pu.b), we apply Theorem 4 and conclude

that P(x,b) is a resolution. Therefore, pu.b) has property (Bl)**. Consequently,

for any l^A and any normal covering HJ of Xx there is a X"^l such that (1)

holds. Now let c＼7be a normal covering of ^4;. Since Ax is normally embedded

in Xx, we can choose CU such that HJlA refines <V. Then the star St^

(px(B), (V) (star with respect to ^h) clearly contains Axr＼St(px(B), 17), which,

by (1), contains pxx-{Bx>). This establishes(Bl)** for pu B).
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